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The timelessness and universality of art 
works exist because they inspire and uplift 
the human heart and mind. For  artists who 
create such works, painting is a necessity—
not an end in itself but a vehicle for sharing 
a greater truth that embraces all life. Such 
works not meant to please, but rather to 
move people toward greater wisdom and 
understanding.  

This exhibit portrays the manifestation of 
good and evil in the context of a modern 
human atrocity: the brutal persecution 
against Falun Gong led by the Chinese 
Communist dictator.  These paintings 
remind the world that, when persecution 
meets the principle of Truthfulness – 
Compassion – Tolerance, ordinary people 
become extraordinary.  Falun Dafa 
practitioners have met the persecution with 
uncompromising courage, responding to 
hatred, inhuman torture, and killing with a 
spirit of great compassion and forbearance, 
to uphold justice, freedom, dignity and 
humanity.  

All of the paintings are original works, 
created by a group of accomplished artists.  
Some personally experienced the torture 

depicted, and one is still in jail.  Such 
painful human memories have been 
transformed into the basis for artistic 
expression.   

Harmony (天 人 合 一) 
 
Falun Dafa provides human a way to be in 
harmony with nature and return to true self. 
The meditative exercise help to transform 
body based on the motion law of universe. 
The teachings help to refine mind and spirit 
based on the principles of universe – 
Truthfulness, Compassion and Forbearance.  
 
Innocence (纯真)       In Harmony (天人合一)              

                 
 

 
Adversity (无 名 苦 难) 

 
Jiang Zemin’s regime began to persecute 
Falun Gong under the state terrorism in July 
of 1999. All kinds of inhuman torture are 
deployed to force the practitioners against 
their conscience to denounce their belief in 
Truthfulness, Compassion and Forbearance.  
 

            Choice: Light or Dark (决择)        
 

           

      Red Wall (红墙)   
 

        
This painting reflects the overwhelming 

terror pressured on people’s mind with 
torture in Communist prison based on the 

artist own experience. 
 

              Courage (坚 忍 不 屈) 
 

Facing the brutal persecution, Falun Dafa 
practitioners courageously step forward to 
let the world know the truth, and uphold 
truth with dignity and peace.  

        Positioning (定位) 
 

             
This works displays the law of retribution 

in the battle of good and evil. 
 
               Justice (正 义 必 胜) 

 

             


